
Music Committee Meeting 
December 16st 2018 

Minutes 
In attendance: Vera, Carrie, Alan, Nancy, Janet, Reiko. Judy. 
 
Vanessa has asked that the committee review contracts for Mark and Reiko. The contracts are 
not available yet, but do not include vacation time or bell choir yet. More to come next meeting, 
this will be a discussion in consultation with Mark and Reiko. 
 
Do we want to publish the minutes now that they're being recorded electronically? Consensus is 
yes, Alan will work with Jonathan to publish minutes. 
 
Broadway Singalong update. 15 songs selected, booklet being typed up. Our thoughts and 
prayers are with Edi as she recovers from surgery, and Janet will be taking over creating the 
booklet. Carrie will take care of the tickets and poster, tickets will be sold six weeks in advance. 
Judy will book the caterer. Vanessa has picked a song and should attend this year. 
 
Review of the new online choir calendar. Seems to be working, but we'll keep the paper version 
on the door. We should link it on the choir page to help people find it. Carrie will get that linked. 
 
Went over some materials from the previous CoCC. The coffee cups go in the blue bin now. 
Room reservations continue as before. We reviewed the "Basic Principles of Effective 
Committee Functioning", the committee feels that we are functioning well. CoCC will meet again 
in late January. Mark will prepare the budget in advance, we will discuss it next month.  
 
Commented that we are working towards a proper music endowment (the existing funds are sort 
of like it). 
 
Reiko commented that the stepladder for the organ needs upgrading, it's still the old one from 
fifty years ago. We also don't have a stepladder tall enough for the pipes in from. We would like 
to purchase two new stepladders. Carrie will talk to Scott to advance purchasing the new 
stepladders. 
 
Judy commented that the choir hasn't been feeling like they have enough clarity on what they're 
singing. Perhaps there wasn't enough lead time from Vanessa, but we would like to see what 
we can do to improve the experience. There has also been a complaint of too much 
'God'/'Jesus' in the songs, we should see what we can do to be more inclusive. 


